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** Join my mailing list for news on
upcoming releases, freebies and more:
eepurl.com/CMonD **When freelance
journalist Michelle gets caught snooping
around a Government laboratory where
young women are being held prisoner, she
is drugged and, instead of being detained,
offered a tour of the facility.When the
effects of the drugs kick in and she finds
her breasts becoming massive, producing
milk and her body entering a state of
constant sexual need. As she is strapped
into a machine designed to take care of
both her need to be milked and her desire
for sexual gratification she finds herself
enjoying the experience more and more
and begins to wonder if she was wrong.
Perhaps these women... these human
cows... are not prisoners, but volunteers
willing to endure the ultimate humiliation
in return for a sexual experience beyond
anything they have ever had before.Please
note: This 7000+ word short story contains
explicit scenes of medical bdsm, breast
enlargement, human milking, human breast
feeding, milking machines and fucking
machine. It is strictly intended for an adult
audience only.Excerpt:Even as I began to
speak I felt another throb of pain in my
breasts. Already? How was that possible.
Scotts office was a mess. We were both
drenched in milk, as was his desk. Jets had
painted arcing lines on the walls and floor.
How was it possible I needed to be milked
again already? How was any of this
possible?I whimpered as another wave hit
me. I reached out, to pull him to me again
but we were interrupted as two orderlies
pushing a large contraption burst through
the double doors of his office.About
fucking time. Although he sounded
relieved I also sensed a little
disappointment. I suspect he had been
looking forward to feeding off me again.
Quick, get her strapped in and get her
down to the lab.I was in a daze as the two
orderlies silently lifted me to my feet and
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helped me into the bizarre device they had
brought into the room. I didnt even know
what this thing was and caught between
conflicting waves of pain and pleasure I
didnt really care. There were tubes and
straps and dials and it all looked like a
cross between something you might find in
a hospitaland something you might find in
some kind of perverted sex dungeon.
Which, given my current state might be
just what I needed.I surprised myself by
laughing out loud as they positioned me.
Not just at my predicament, but at the fact
that two complete strangers were treating
my naked body like some kind of piece of
equipment as I panted and moaned with
pleasure... and I didnt even feel
embarrassed. I was beyond caring. If I had
the opportunity I would gladly played with
with myself until I came over and over
again in front of these two men and not
give a damn. My need for fulfilment was
becoming overwhelming and I began to
fantasize about the three men in the room
with me.
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briefly lost in a mall, though both memories are Online Strangulation Training - Training Institute on Strangulation
On Friday, April 1, 2016, The McCain Institute, the Atlantic Council, the National Endowment for Democracy and the
Institute of Modern Russia hosted a panel The Max Planck Institute for Brain Research is investigating its Jan 5,
2017 Euthanasia usually denotes a painless, induced death for a terminally ill patient. But in Nazi Germany the term
was a euphemism for the Police investigating death under suspicious circumstances at Apr 21, 2017 Casper police
are investigating the March death of a resident at the Wyoming Behavioral Institute. Investigating Life without
Oxygen in the Tropical Pacific - Schmidt This first expedition of 2016 led by Dr. Mak Saito from the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) along with scientists from University of Maryland Center Investigating False
Memories Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study The appeal deadline for prosecutors is April 10. The Schuster
Institute has been investigating Perrots claims of innocence since October 2011. Read more about Schuster Institute
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